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INTRODUCTION
Natural disasters, including floods, storms, and tsunamis, pose a great threat

to humansocieties. A recent study highlighted this concern, revealing that billions
of people globally were exposed to flood hazards.1 In 2023, Super Typhoon
Doksuri caused devasting floods in Beijing and Hebei areas, resulting in massive
casualties and huge economic losses. Therefore, there is a need for a precise un-
derstanding of disaster processes, reliable forecasting of disaster effects, and
timely warning of risks to prevent and mitigate major disasters.2 Numerical
modeling stands as the predominant approach to meet these demands. How-
ever, the predictive accuracy of such numerical models could be degraded
because of various factors: oversimplification of real processes, computational
errors, fluctuations of complex environments (e.g., terrains, precipitations, build-
ings, and plants), and the influence of human activities (e.g., evacuation and
rescue) during disasters.

Improvingmodelswith a large number of observational data throughmethods
like machine learning or data assimilation is widely recognized as an effective
approach. Nevertheless, the lack of disaster-related data and the practical diffi-
culty encountered in data collection, particularly during emergencies, have
become major challenges in disaster forecasting. In addition, even after data
collection, there is also a research gap in terms of identifying model drawbacks
and acquiring improvement solutions based on limited datasets. Crowdsourcing
is a rising approach employing crowds to complete various tasks.3 By soliciting
insights from people both physically located in disaster zones and virtually con-
nected online, it holds potential to obtain disaster data and pave the way
for model improvements. Yet, the question of how to effectively apply crowd-
sourcing to improve disaster forecasts remains unexplored.

To bridge existing research gaps, in this work, we propose a concept named
“crowdsourcing intelligence.” It leverages the wisdom of crowds and artificial in-
telligence through crowdsourcing activities, to show unprecedented advantages
when juxtaposed against traditional computing methods solely relying on either
human intelligence or machine algorithms. Crowdsourcing intelligence shows
certain advantages and unique features for disaster forecasts, in comparison
with typical hybrid intelligencemethods. First, crowdsourcing intelligence recruits
a larger number of participants and is underpinned by a hierarchical structure
involving various human roles to optimize disaster management. Furthermore,
in pursuit of wider participation, crowdsourcing intelligence aims to set a lower
participation barrier and to minimize task load, which is particularly suitable for
non-expert and untrained residents in disaster areas. In addition, crowdsourcing
intelligence can solicit voluntary contributions from complex social networks, to
reflect social reactions promptly, precisely, and comprehensively. In thiswork, we
designed a universal pipeline for improving state-of-the-art numerical disaster
models using crowdsourcing intelligence.

IMPROVING STATE-OF-THE-ART NUMERICAL MODELS FURTHER
Numerical models are so far the most commonly usedmethod to mathemat-

ically describe and explain natural disasters. They use fundamental physical laws
with various theoretical hypotheses and environmental elements (e.g., meteoro-
logical and oceanic elements) to simulate disasters and predict their effects.
However, models always produce errors, becausemodeling disasters essentially
entails approximating natural phenomena using mathematics and computer
programs under the principle of similarity, which inevitably leads to errors.
Such errors could come fromsimplification of real disaster processes, inaccurate
input elements, numerical computations, and factors that are difficult to incorpo-
ll
rate during themodeling phase (such as complex environmental factors and hu-
man activities). Acknowledging these unavoidable errors, we design a universal
pipeline aiming at improving predictivemodels in disaster forecasts by leveraging
crowdsourcing intelligence. The pipeline consists of problem identification,
causal analysis, and forecast improvement, as shown in Figure 1.

Crowdsensing for problem identification
The initial step in improving forecasts lies in identifying problems that a

disaster model has. The step aims to collect necessary disaster observations
comprehensively and, by comparing observations against model outputs, to
find and identify model problems. This step is achieved through crowdsensing,
which is a domain application of crowdsourcing intelligence. Crowdsensing
uses crowd participants (including humans, vehicles, robots, and virtual agents)
to execute sensing (data-acquiring) tasks by visiting the targeted regions and
collecting on-demand observations physically.4 We can obtain multi-dimen-
sional error distributions/maps representing where or when the model per-
forms problematically by comparing crowdsensed observations with model
outputs.

Crowd-reasoning for causal analysis
In this step, we leverage human intelligence from crowdsourcing to reason the

causes of model problems. We introduce a novel concept—crowd-reasoning—
considered as a promising approach to achieve causal analysis with small sam-
ples. This step initiateswith humanparticipants finding potential problemcauses
(for instance, using an Ishikawa diagram). Afterward, it analyzes causal relation-
ships by employing AI algorithms or crowdsourcing. We recommend two task
designs for crowd-reasoning. Crowd-mapping enables crowds to label potential
environmental and geographical causes, with visual assistance by using maps
and street-view imagery. Causal relationships between model problems (identi-
fied in step one) and potential causes could be consequently analyzed using
AI/statistical tools. Another task design is error-matching. It requires the model
to generate plenty of hypothetical error distributions in advance, by intentionally
introducing variations intomodel parameters andmodel structures. The crowd is
asked tomatch actual error distributions (acquired from step one) with those ar-
tificially created error distributions. Through error-matching, the most plausible
causes can be found.

Improving disaster forecasts
After identifying model problems and reasoning their causes through crowd-

sourcing, the third step is to improve disaster forecasts. We provide two main
strategies. Model correction improves disaster forecasts by updating the model
structure, modifying the model parameters, or fixing training data biases. The
goal is to fix model problems that should be (but were not) considered during
modeling phases, such as oversimplification of physical processes, systematic
biases, and unreasonable parameters. It improves forecasts by updating the
model parameters/structure/data through white-box, gray-box, or black-box sys-
tem identification methods. State correction is another strategy to improve
disaster forecasts, which directly fixes the system state, rather than making
changes to models. The goal is to overcome the unexpected effects of complex,
dynamic, or stochastic factors that exist in the system state, which are chal-
lenging to incorporate during modeling phases. Based on the problem causes
found in step two, we can predict the state errors they cause and, accordingly,
eliminate them in disaster forecasts.
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Figure 1. A universal pipeline for improving disaster forecasts integrating two intelligent crowdsourcing approaches: crowdsensing and crowd-reasoning Crowdsensing in
disaster regions identifiesmodel errors, and crowd-reasoning analyzes the causes of the errors. Afterward, disaster models can be improved through two error correction approaches.
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INSIGHTS FOR DISASTER PREVENTION
We validated our proposed pipeline using two flood events, yielding valuable

insights, particularly pertinent to flood prevention. Typhoon Hato and Typhoon
Mangkhut hit China’s Pearl River Delta in 2017 and 2018, respectively. These
two record-breaking extreme events causedMacau’s two largest flood disasters
since 1925. We replicated the physical process of these disasters using ADCIRC
(https://adcirc.org). Crowdsourcing campaigns were carried out, to first detect
errors and then find error causes. Afterward, we built machine learning models
and parameter estimation methods, using crowd-labeled error causes as inputs,
to predict and then eliminate state errors andmodel errors. To this end, the error
of corrected predictions could be reduced to a sufficiently low level. The details of
this preliminary experiment are available online publicly at https://osf.io/wk965/.

Our crowdsourced causal analysis based on crowdsensing observations high-
lightedcrucial considerations forfloodprevention, summarizedas follows: (1)nar-
row or steep urban canyons: These types of streets can dramatically increase the
risk of local inundation and threaten the reliability of prediction. (2) Low-altitude
areas distant from water: the prediction accuracy decreases sharply as the dis-
tance from water increases. Low-altitude places away from water are at risk of
inundation but are usually neglected. (3)Huge artificial structures (e.g., nearshore
seawalls): they could bring up severe systematic biases to flood predictions, even
though the model was well calibrated by meteorological and hydrological data.

DISCUSSION
In this work, we have shown the feasibility of using the power of crowds to

identify model problems and the effectiveness of leveraging crowd intelligence
to analyze their causes, with the aim of improving disaster forecasts. In terms
of method and design, this work shows its novelty in integrating multiple crowd-
sourcing approaches and aggregating heterogeneous data in disaster forecasts.
In terms of implementations and applications, this work has demonstrated that
crowdsourcing intelligence could be an important approach to further improve
the performance of a state-of-the-art numerical model and to provide more reli-
able disaster predictions. Furthermore, we outline the future integration of large-
scale AI models and the importance of devising incentivemechanisms for future
crowdsourced disaster prevention.

Integrating large-scale AI models
Weemphasize thegreatpotential ofourpipeline in termsof facilitatingadvance-

ments in disaster modeling and management by integrating large-scale AI
models.5Wealsohighlight researchopportunities forusing large languagemodels
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(LLMs) in our pipeline. Through a suitable LLM reasoning-acting framework, it is
possible to involve AI agents in every stage of the crowdsourcing pipeline, conse-
quently alleviating human workload and making the crowdsourcing process
autonomous. Moreover, we envision that our work will serve as an indispensable
data source for AI training or for modeling human/environmental impacts.

Crowdsourcing incentives
We acknowledge the necessity of actively and effectively involving crowds in

disaster areas to harness the strength of crowdsourcing intelligence in disaster
forecasts. It directs us toward exploring crowdsourcing incentives. Apart from
traditionalmonetary incentive designs that are prevalent in online crowdsourcing
marketplaces, we anticipate that voluntary incentives will play an important role
in the future. Through a reasonable incentive design, we canmotivate social con-
tributors (particularly residents in the disaster area) to participate actively, by
sharing valuable on-the-ground data/information through crowdsourcing activ-
ities. Reciprocally, these contributors would gain access to high-quality public
services (such as monitoring real-time disaster situations and receiving reliable
risk alerts) supported by their contributions to enhance their safety during crises.
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